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Ashley joined Freeths’ immigration department in 2018 as an immigration executive. She has worked in the legal
sector since 2004. She is a specialist paralegal, having completed her training in 2010. She has specialised in
immigration law since 2015.

On the business immigration side, Ashley advises UK companies on sponsor licence applications, international
recruitment, and immigration compliance. She provides specialist training on sponsor licence compliance and
right to work compliance. She advises and assists UK companies in visa applications for their international
employees. Ashley also advises overseas companies and entrepreneurs looking to set up business in the UK.
Ashley advises leading universities, local authorities, SMEs and household name companies.

On the personal immigration side, Ashley has significant experience in family applications made under Appendix
FM and outside the Rules on human rights grounds. Ashley has developed expertise in securing British
citizenship in complex registration and naturalisation cases.

Ashley focuses on finding a quick and effective solution to our clients’ immigration matters. With her wide range
of experience in both personal and business immigration, she is able to find a unique solution for her clients.

Ashley acts as a specialist advisor for the University of Leeds.
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Business Immigration

Selected Cases

Providing secondment cover at a leading redbrick university to undertake a specialist compliance audit
and advise on best practice.
Advising and assisting a retired couple to return to the UK after many years outside the UK. The couple
had intendedto apply under the Investor route but this was closed to new applications just as their
application was due to be submitted. Ashley was able to quickly find a successful alternative route to
enable the couple to settle in the UK
Advising and assisting a UK based software company in securing a sponsor licence to enable it to recruit in
the international labour market.
Assisting a steel manufacturing company with their employee visa application during a heavy period of
growth.
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